Dachstein Post
5fingers

Dachstein Giant Ice Cave in Obertraun

Not for the faint-hearted!
The 5fingers viewing platform offers adrenaline kicks at
the highest level. Probably the most spectacular viewing
platform in the Alps, it juts out like a hand into an abyss
more than 400 metres deep.

These magnificent giant ice palaces rank among the
greatest natural wonders of the Alps. People come
from all over the world come to admire these
subterranean Dachstein ice caves.

On five differently designed footbridges, the Five Fingers,
you have the opportunity to put your head for heights to
the test and enjoy unique deep views of Lake Hallstatt and
the Inner Salzkammergut.
The five different footbridges, each measuring four by one
metre, provide spectacular views and insights. One of the
footbridges, for example, is made entirely of glass, while
on another, visitors can create their own framed World
Heritage picture of Hallstatt using a large baroque picture
frame.
But it's not just the viewing platform that has special
features, but also the path leading to it.
The adventure hiking trail from the top station of the cable
car to the Pioneer Cross includes another viewing platform
in addition to the 5fingers. The WeltNATURerbe view
above the Krippenstein Lodge offers an ideal view of the
two Dachstein glaciers. The hike to the Pioneer Cross can
be done by (almost) all visitors without hesitation in
around 20 minutes!
Dachstein Krippenstein cable car open daily
November - as of 8:40 a.m. ascent possible
(Photo below: Sven Posch, 360 Perspectives)

until 6

Gigantic cave glaciers, vast icebergs, frozen cascades of
blue-coloured ice and "ice chapels" are just some of the
highlights of your tour. These caves are the perfect refuge
for humans and animals on cold, rainy days - just as they
have been for thousands of years - and on a hot
summer's day they are a welcome contrast to the outside
world.
Caves are like ancient historic documents - a record of
how the world has changed over time. Your tour guide will
explain the findings of scientists who have tried to
unravel the secrets of the earth's history.
Free admission to the "Caves Museum" while the caves
are open to visitors.
NEW: Guided tour with the free Audioguide app
"Hearonymus" for your smartphone available in 7
languages.
Open daily until 6 November
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4 things in life never come
back.
The days you have lived.
Experiences that you
made. Words you have
used.
Opportunities you missed!
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Viewing platform "Welterbeblick

Salt Worlds Hallstatt

Viewing platform Salzwelten Hallstatt "Welterbeblick" - 360
metres above Hallstatt:

Salt Worlds Hallstatt:
Welcome to the oldest salt mine in the world!

The pointed steel construction is located directly below the
Rudolfsturm and rises 12 metres into the abyss. Anyone
who ventures out there will be rewarded with a unique
view of Hallstatt and the World Heritage region.

-Risk a world heritage view from the skywalk.
-Travel 7000 years through time!
-Enjoy great cinema 400 metres underground!
-Go on a prehistoric expedition!
-Visitor centre & Salzwelten shop at the valley station of
the Salzberg cable car

Thanks to the Salzberg cable car, lift and panorama
bridge, the platform can be reached comfortably and
barrier-free, making it an interesting destination for
families and senior citizens as well.
The construction has a total weight of about 200 tonnes.
60 m3 of concrete serve as counterweight to enable the
absolutely safe free "floating" of the platform.

The experience before the experience
Fascinating, exciting, thrilling! - This is how your journey
into the Hallstatt period begins, right from the ascent with
the panoramic Salzberg cable car to the Hallstatt high
valley.
The path through the ages
Your path through the ages crosses the Hallstatt High
Valley, where around 1,500 graves with valuable burial
objects have been uncovered to date. You will come
across a walk-through display tomb which, together with
audio guide information, will give you a fascinating insight
into 7,000 years of Hallstatt culture and salt production.
Open daily until 8 January 2023 from 9:00 a.m.
ascent possible

HandWerkHaus in Bad Goisern
The beauty of these companies, many of which are very traditional, is that their products have a soul and there are
many stories to tell. For example, the hatter Bittner, who makes sure that every head finds the right hat. And it doesn't
always have to be a "Salzkammergut hat". Although there are many stories, for example that 200 years ago these hats
had such wide brims that in rainy weather a side of water could easily collect in them, which then had to be drained
from time to time...
But ... we are telling stories again and the visitor doesn't even know what he will actually find in the Hand.Werk.Haus:
Well, on the ground floor there is a beautiful "feel-good" shop, designed by our craftsmen, which offers a lot of
beautiful, useful and substantial things, including careful advice. On the upper two floors there is an exhibition of the
craftsmen's work, where you can find the "Häusl" with its living room and feel-good character, the wildwood rocking
chair, the tiled stove, many other objects, stories and interesting facts.

Events
https://dachstein.salzkammergut.at/en/erlebnisse/events.html

Enjoy our beautiful Dachstein panorama here at any time
https://www.dachstein-panorama.at/
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